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The Airgarden & Curriculum
The Airgarden is proudly Aussie designed, 
made, and owned. It uses innovated 
aeroponic technology that helps with 
faster growth, healthier plants, and bigger 
yields. Includes: 1 x Airgarden unit, 1 x 
pump Automated waterproof timer, 30 
grow cups, 30 coco-coir grow plugs, 5 
seed packets (Kale, Cos Lettuce, Spinach, 
Tomato, Cucumber) pH testing kit, 1 
litre set of Airgarden nutrients Spanner, 
syringe, wooden spoon and measuring jug. 
Propagation kit to grow seedlings Airgarden 
tote bag.

ARG100 $945.95
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Viking Toys Eco Hearts XL Tipper 
Truck
Made from 98% sugar cane and 2% wood 
chips from rubber tree waste.

VP9110 24cm $39.95

1+
yrs

Viking Toys Eco Hearts XL 
Firetruck
Made from 98% sugar cane and 2% wood 
chips from rubber tree waste.

VP9111 24cm $39.95

1+
yrs

Viking Toys Eco Hearts XL Digger 
Truck
Made from 98% sugar cane and 2% wood 
chips from rubber tree waste.

VP9112 24cm $39.95

1+
yrs

Viking Toys Eco Hearts Large 
Racer
Made from 98% sugar cane and 2% wood 
chips from rubber tree waste.

VP9006 16cm $29.95

1+
yrs

Viking Toys Eco Hearts Large 
Tipper
Made from 98% sugar cane and 2% wood 
chips from rubber tree waste.

VP9010 15cm $29.95

1+
yrs

Viking Toys Eco Hearts Large Fire 
Truck
Made from 98% sugar cane and 2% wood 
chips from rubber tree waste.

VP9011 15cm $29.95

1+
yrs

Viking Toys Eco Hearts 
Large Tractor
Made from 98% sugar cane and 
2% wood chips from rubber tree 
waste.

VP9013 14cm $29.95

1+
yrs

Viking Toys Eco Hearts 
Large Jeep
Made from 98% sugar cane and 
2% wood chips from rubber tree 
waste.

VP9005 14.5cm $29.95

1+
yrs

Viking Toys Eco Hearts 
Large Plane
Made from 98% sugar cane and 
2% wood chips from rubber tree 
waste.

VP9018 15cm $24.95

1+
yrs

Viking Toys Eco Hearts 
Large Helicopter
Made from 98% sugar cane and 
2% wood chips from rubber tree 
waste.

VP9019 14cm $24.95

1+
yrs
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Viking Toys Reline Sandpit with 2 
Boats & 2 Cars
The stackable sand pit in recycled plastic 
with a path for water and boats as well as 
one path for roads and cars will entertain the 
kids for hours and hours. Can be used outside 
as well as inside. The playset includes 2 mini 
chubbies & mini boats.

VP350050 $189.95

1+
yrs

Viking Toys Eco Hearts Small Set
A great bundle set for the Eco Hearts range, 
includes a variety of small cars, trucks and 
planes. Made from 98% sugar cane and 2% 
wood chips from rubber tree waste.

VP904K Set of 3 $39.95

12+
mths

Viking Toys Eco Hearts Large Set
A great bundle set for the Eco Hearts range, includes a variety of large 
cars, trucks and planes. Made from 98% sugar cane and 2% wood chips 
from rubber tree waste.

VP900K Set of 7 $165.95

12+
mths

Viking Toys Eco Hearts XL Set
A great bundle set for the Eco Hearts range, includes a variety of large 
cars, trucks and planes. Made from 98% sugar cane and 2% wood chips 
from rubber tree waste.

VP911K Set of 3 $99.95

12+
mths

Viking Toys Eco Hearts Trucks
Made from 98% sugar cane and 2% wood 
chips from rubber tree waste.

VP9040 9cm - Pack of 5 $15.95

1+
yrs

Viking Toys Eco Hearts Cars
Made from 98% sugar cane and 2% wood 
chips from rubber tree waste.

VP9093 7cm - Pack of 4 $15.95

1+
yrs Viking Toys Eco Hearts Planes & 

Helicopters
Made from 98% sugar cane and 2% wood 
chips from rubber tree waste.

VP9048 7cm - Pack of 3 $15.95

1+
yrs

SAVE 17%

SAVE 17% SAVE 17%
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O
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12+
mths

Viking Toys Eco Water Play
The Viking Toys Eco Water Play Set is a great addition to any activity 
area, as well as a great starter bundle as it includes a great variety of fun 
play resources.

VP2040K Kit $76.45
VP2045 Eco Watering Can $25.95
VP2040 Eco Bucket Set $25.95
VP2050 Eco Sand & Water Mill Set $34.95

12+
mths

Viking Toys Eco Trucks
The Ecoline Vehicles Play Set comes in neutral soft tones, are bio based, 
sustainable and non-toxic, made from sugar cane.

VP21251K Kit $161.45
VP21250 Eco Jumbo Tipper Truck $44.95
VP21251 Eco Jumbo Fire Truck $44.95
VP21252 Eco Jumbo Digger Truck $44.95
VP21255 Eco Jumbo Tractor Digger $44.95

2+
yrs

Eco Super Sand Play
A great complete eco sand play set for the whole class or group to 
explore. Children are able to explore and develop cognitive skills as 
they learn to share, play together, feel and touch different textures. 
Teach children about the importance of making environmentally friendly 
decisions by adding this set to your learning space.

VP2050K Set of 11 $353.45
VP2045 Eco Watering Can $25.95
VP2040 Eco Bucket Set $25.95
VP2050 Eco Sand & Water Mill $34.95
VP21255 Eco Jumbo Tipper Truck $44.95
VP21111 Eco Mini Chubbies $99.95
RO2374K Eco Scoops $43.45

SAVE 12%

SAVE 10%

SAVE 5%
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Rolf Eco Buckets
A set of 4 sturdy, eco friendly buckets made from sugar cane.  Size: 
17(H) x 15(W) cm.

RO2383K Pack of 4 $93.95
RO2382 Green $25.95
RO2384 Blue $25.95
RO2383 Pink $25.95
RO2385 Yellow $25.95

2+
yrs

Rolf Eco Sand
The perfect sustainable sand set for children to have hours of fun with. 
Made from sugar cane. Contents may vary.

RO2382K Set of 13 $183.45

3+
yrs

Rolf Eco Sand Shapes
Made from sugar cane. Average size: 19(W)cm.

RO2394 Set of 5 $40.95

3+
yrs

Rolf Eco Scoops
A set of 4 eco friendly scoops made from sugarcane. Size: 26(L) x 8(W) 
x 8(H) cm.

RO2374K Set of 4 $43.45
RO2374 Green $12.95
RO2376 Blue $12.95
RO2375 Pink $12.95
RO2377 Yellow $12.95

2+
yrs

3+
yrs

Rolf Eco Sand Play Set
The perfect outdoor sand play or mud patch sustainability set. This set 
includes a large range of resources that will allow the children to dig, 
scoop, fill, drive, carry and tip materials around the play area.

RO2384K Set of 17 $353.95

SAVE 9% SAVE 7%

SAVE 16%

SAVE 6%
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Mobile Greenhouse Kit
A great set for the whole classroom to help 
encourage and  inspire gardening for the next 
generation. Contents may vary.

ED62010K $912.45

3+
yrs First Tools Complete Gardening

These tools are suitable for children, have 
rounded corners and are made as light 
as possible whilst still having strong steel 
working parts.

TLG017K Set of 10 $747.45

Galvanised Gardening 
This gardening set is a great way to get 
started in the garden.

NY6619K Set of 3 $128.45

Green Watering Can
This watering can has a zinc-plated steel 
plate with powder coating on the outside and 
the neck with a brass nozzle and screw-on 
head.

TW803-6 Set of 6 $135.45
TW803 Each $22.95

3+
yrs

Twigz Planter Box
This lightweight durable planter box is the 
perfect addition to your garden or learning 
environment. This planter has a self-watering 
feature that allows the user to leave plants 
within the unit for long periods of time.

TW906 $69.95

Worm Farm Complete
The worm farm complete is a clever way to 
convert waste into a fertile compost. The 
farm has 3 crates and a base crate with a tap 
to enable the fertile liquid to be drained as 
required. As children use the farm they learn 
about converting plant waste into compost.

RGP0021 $178.95

Gardening Gloves
Made from durable green 
cotton material, has an elastic 
band and features PVC dots for 
extra grip.

ANP739 Pair $6.25

3+
yrs

Hand Shovel Metal
This hand shovel is ideal for 
digging in sand and soil.

BR32137 Metal 
20cm

$16.95

4+
yrs

Hand Trowel Metal
This hand shovel is ideal for 
digging in sand and soil.

BR32135 Metal 
21.5 cm

$15.95

4+
yrs

Reusable Plastic Plant 
Label
Simply write down plant 
specifics with a marker, wipe 
clean and re-label for your next 
botanical venture.

MTAPLLB Pack of 
200

$13.95

SAVE 15% SAVE 12% SAVE 13%
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Eucalyptus Toddler Playset
A play set designed to be used at under 50 cm. Ideal for toddlers who 
are just beginning to explore their gross motor skills. Please see website 
for further details.

UP049K 8 Pieces $3,505.95

3+
yrs

Eucalyptus Junior Playset
A great entry-level junior play set in the natural eucalyptus colouring. 
Please see website for further details. Soft fall required.

UP109K 5 Pieces $1,952.95

3+
yrs

Basic Cube Play Set
A basic cube play set that is a great addition to existing play sets and 
pieces.For further details please refer to our website.

UP079K 6 Pieces $2,764.45

3+
yrs Eucalyptus Natural Play Set

This set is made of a combination of natural-coloured aluminium frames 
combined with durable hardwood. Soft fall required. For further details 
please refer to our netstore.

UPS010K 11 Pieces $4,551.95

3+
yrs

3+
yrs

Outback Adventure Playset
This Outback Playset will give your playground the natural look.  The 
whole play set is made in Australia by Aussie Play and complies with 
all relevant standards. All metalwork in this set is made from powder 
coated aluminium. Which is also lighter than steel plus so there are no 
rust concerns. The timber components of the aluminium play set will 
require regular oiling to ensure unlimited playtime. Please see website 
for further details. Soft fall required.

UPS014 12 Pieces $3,999.95

SAVE 7% SAVE 7%

SAVE 5% SAVE 7%
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Walkboards
These walk boards are made from hardwood merbau to withstand the 
outdoor elements. Each come with cleats to secure to trestles and 
cubes. Trestle not included.

UP087 90cm $279.95
UP089 120cm $349.95
UP088 120cm $299.95

3+
yrs

Bouncing Board
Great for balance and climbing while assisting in gross motor skills 
development. Made from merbau hardwood. Illustrated trestles not 
included.

UP210B 210cm $419.95

3+
yrs

Zig Zag Wooden Plank
Made from merbau hardwood, illustrated trestle not included.

UP180SP 180cm $469.95

3+
yrs

Cleated Plank
Made from structural pine, it is both sturdy and durable. Fitted with 
rubber cleats and hook and-loop straps to protect your playground 
equipment. Trestle not included.

S1055 180cm $299.95

3+
yrs

Wooden Walkboards
The wooden walkboards made from structural pine. Item S1060 
pictured. Trestle not included.

S1060 90cm $219.95
S1065 120cm $249.95
S1070 180cm $299.95
S1075 240cm $324.95

3+
yrs

Wooden Ladders
Solid timber ladder. Illustrated trestles not included. S1045 pictured. 
Trestle not included. 

S1045 120cm Ladder Wooden 5 Rungs $299.95
S1050 180cm Ladder Wooden 7 Rungs $374.95

3+
yrs
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Mobilo Eco Construction
A great starter set for all little builders as 
they explore the core concepts of building 
and construction. Made from 63% recycled 
plastic, 25% bio-plastic and 12% traditional 
plastics. Includes inspiration cards.

ML511 544 Pieces $440.95

3+
yrs

Mobilo Eco Construction
A great starter set for all little builders as 
they explore the core concepts of building 
and construction with this great Mobilo Eco 
Construction.

ML502 92 Pieces $119.95

3+
yrs

Miniland Eco STEM Set
Eco Blocks

MN2156K Kit - 216 Pieces $418.95
MN2159 40 Pieces $99.95
MN32510 32 Pieces $49.95

Magnetic Wooden Combo Set
This magnetic wooden blocks kit feature 
internal magnets.

FR419K Kit - 60 Pieces $212.45
FR419 Two Toned - 30 Pieces $129.95
FR418 Single Colour - 30 

Pieces
$99.95

3+
yrs

Gear Construction Set
The Gear Construction Set is an excellent way 
to introduce STEM concepts with children. 
Encourage problem-solving, critical thinking, 
and perseverance.

QGP564 36(H) x 45(W) x 2(D)
cm.

$104.95

3+
yrs

STEM Building Planks Kit
Open-ended wooden planks suitable for 
STEAM as well as free building. Each block 
measures 10 (W) x 1.8 (D) x 0.6 (H) cm. Set 
includes natural and colourful planks.

LB50956K Kit - 750 Pieces $229.95
LB50956 250 Pieces $84.95

3+
yrs

2+
yrs

Blackboard Construction Set
Excellent set for STEM as well as an open-ended construction and role-
play. Includes a variety of different pieces, each with a blackboard one 
side and a natural plywood finish on the other. The pieces interlock and 
the largest measures 15 (W) x 24.5 (H) cm.

FR450K Kit - 56 Pieces $201.95
FR450 28 Pieces $109.95

SAVE 7%

SAVE 8% SAVE 15%

SAVE 8%
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Wooden Blocks in Tray
An open-ended, natural construction resource for building and early 
STEM. Largest piece measures 16 (L) x 4 (W) x 4 (H) cm.

QGP455 34 Pieces $78.95

6+
mths

Small Wooden Unit Blocks
Excellent for open-ended play and basic maths. Largest piece size: 8 (L) 
x 4 (W) x 4 (H) cm. Wooden tray size: 34 (L) x 26 (W) x 5 (H) cm.

QGP927 117 Pieces $131.95

3+
yrs

Wooden Construction Set
This versatile set features a variety of different wooden blocks, rods and 
a hammer. Largest piece measures 16 (L) x 4 (W) x 4 (H) cm. Supplied in 
a drawstring bag.

QGP171 85 Pieces $99.95

3+
yrs

Natural Barkless Tree Block
Solid timber logs for building and construction. Features a natural 
beeswax finish and includes a variety of shapes. Supplied in a drawstring 
bag.

QGP902 42 Pieces $100.75

3+
yrs

Unit Block Set with Trolley
A comprehensive unit block set that includes storage trays and a trolley. 
Made from sustainable rubberwood. Includes 192 pieces plus trays and 
trolley. Longest block measures 28 cm (L).

BE35102 192 Pieces $629.95

3+
yrs

Jimbloxx Project Kindergarten Blocks
Made from beech and supplied with handy wooden storage boxes. This 
set includes: 12 x 44.5 cm (L) blocks, 16 x 22.3 cm (L) blocks, 12 x 11 cm 
(L) blocks, 2 x cylinder blocks and 16 x individual-shaped blocks.

MR10638 58 Pieces $524.95

3+
yrs
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Outdoor Hollow Colour Block Set
A set of sturdy and colourful outdoor wooden blocks made from 
European pine. The material is pretreated outdoor wood treatment 
which is specifically engineered to protect the wood from fire, mould, 
mildew, and insects.

MKZ6790 27 Pieces $599.95

18+
mths

Outdoor Hollow Block Set
A set of 27 sturdy outdoor wooden blocks made from European pine 
pretreated outdoor wood treatment which is specifically engineered to 
protect the wood from fire, mould, mildew, and insects.

MKZ6714 27 Pieces $599.95

3+
yrs

Outdoor Giant Building Blocks
A set of giant outdoor building blocks, perfect for outdoors. The 
geometric shapes are excellent for STEM and large loose parts. The 
largest rectangular block measures 30(W) x 18(D) x 10(H)cm. Made from 
durable Alaskan Cedar. Includes a wooden storage box.

ANP1001 26 Pieces $524.95

3+
yrs Outdoor Construction Set

This set is excellent for loose parts. It is also perfect for sand and water 
play. This outdoor construction set features extra large timber runners 
and timber stands which allow for the runners to be positioned at 
different levels

KTC40K 12 Pieces $1,485.45
KTC40 6 Pieces $789.95

3+
yrs

SAVE 6%
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Extra Large Pine Hollow Blocks
These large, wooden blocks are durable and lightweight. The blocks are 
modular for easy and complex constructions. The set includes different 
geometric shapes. Square measures 28(W)cm. These blocks can be 
used outdoors but we recommend to store them indoors.

TFT40K Kit - 40 Pieces $2,185.45
TFT1420 Extra Large Wooden Hollow Blocks - 26 Pieces $1,364.95
TFT1520 Extra Large Wooden Hollow Blocks - 14 Pieces $914.95

3+
yrs

Notch Blocks Outdoor Construction Set
Indoor and outdoor wooden blocks made from sustainable FSC timber. 
Blocks ‘lock’ together for easy building. Largest piece size: 76 (L) x 
7.5(W) cm. Includes inspiration cards. 

GC6110 89 Pieces $1,364.95

3+
yrs

SAVE 4%
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1+
yrs

Rainbow Wooden Super Set
The Rainbow Wooden Super Set is a fantastic resource for the 
classroom. Each block is precisely cut and sanded to ensure smooth 
edges, making them safe and comfortable to handle for children of 
all ages. The generous size of these blocks allows for easy stacking, 
balancing, and constructing towering structures limited only by your 
child’s imagination.

CT73450K Kit - 138 Pieces $537.45
CT73450 54 Pieces $220.45
CT3979 84 Pieces $369.95

Rainbow Wooden Jumbo Blocks
Experience the joy of creative play with our Rainbow Giant Wooden 
Blocks. Crafted with care, these oversized blocks offer endless 
possibilities for imaginative exploration and building adventures.

CT73450 54 Pieces $220.45

1+
yrs

Wooden Jumbo Blocks
With 54 blocks included in each set, the possibilities are endless. Build 
towering structures, create intricate designs, or let your imagination run 
wild as you construct your very own architectural masterpieces.

CT73438 54 Pieces $209.95

1+
yrs

Rainbow Blocks
With 24 blocks in an array of colors, children will be immersed in a 
rainbow of possibilities. Each block features a transparent acrylic insert, 
allowing light to pass through and creating a stunning visual display. 
Illustrated accessories not included.

CT73275 24 Pieces $115.45

1+
yrs

Rainbow Bricks
The Rainbow Wooden Bricks, a timeless toy designed to captivate the 
imagination of little ones aged 12 months and up.

CT73380 36 Pieces $419.95

1+
yrs

SAVE 9%
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Maxi Wooden Building Bricks
This set of wooden blocks includes 40 pieces in four different shapes. 
Made from spruce, these blocks encourage creative building. The set 
includes 12 x squares (10 cm), 24 x rectangles (20 (L) x 10 (W) cm), 2 x 
rectangles (60 (L) x 10 (W) cm) and 2 x bridges (60 (L) x 10 (W) cm). Each 
block is 3.3 cm thick.

EZ41022 40 Pieces $489.95

18+
mths

Natural Spaces Wooden Blocks & Cart
The Natural Spaces Block Cart is an excellent unit for storing blocks of 
various sizes. The wooden storage trolley is supplied with free wheeling 
castors for extra mobility. This item is perfect for creating flexible 
learning spaces. The kit includes 3 sets of large wooden blocks and also 
the block cart. For more information refer to our website.

ACH8820K Kit - 72 Pieces $1,567.95
ACH8815 Natural Spaces Hollow Blocks - 20 Pieces $314.95
ACH8826 Natural Spaces Hollow Blocks - 34 Pieces $314.95
ACH8814 Natural Spaces Real Hollow Blocks - 17 

Pieces
$524.95

ACH8824 104 x 53 x 70cm Natural Space Block Cart $559.95

4+
yrs

SAVE 9%
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Stacking Stones
Colourful and Natural timber stacking stones for open ended play. This 
set of stacking stones offers opportunities to learn about balancing, 
gravity, motor skills and hand eye coordination. Smallest size: 5 (L) x 5 
(W) cm.

QGP678K Set of 18 $99.95
QGP678 Natural - Set of 9 $49.95
QGP679 Coloured - Set of 9 $54.95

2+
yrs

Mini Tree Rainbow
This set offers children the ability to use their imagination to build, sort 
and create. Set includes 3 pieces of natural timber stacking blocks. 
Largest block size: 13 (L) x 12.5 (W) x 2.5 (H) cm.

QGP184 $24.95

2+
yrs

Korxx Form Building Blocks
Coloured and Natural cork building blocks in different shapes such as 
squares, balls, triangle, pillars and quadrants. Each block has bevelled 
edges and polished surfaces.

KRX149 Natural - Set of 28 $149.95
KRX293 Colour - Set of 28 $169.95

Korxx Limbo Stacking Tower
Colourful and Natural cork spheres and discs have indentations so that 
they can be easily stacked on top of each other without rolling or falling 
away, allowing new and innovative creations.

KRX606 Natural - Set of 8 $79.95
KRX613 Colour - Set of 8 $89.95

Korxx Bal-lu Stacking Tower
Colourful and Natural cork spheres have indentations so that they can 
be easily stacked on top of each other without rolling or falling away, 
allowing new and innovative creations.

KRX620 Natural - Set of 5 $79.95
KRX637 Colour - Set of 5 $89.95

Nature’s Sorting Box
Explore Nature’s forest floor 71-piece set, made up of wooden 
mushrooms, leaves, wood chips, acorns, sticks, ladybugs, and wooden 
rocks. Includes a painted wooden tray for sorting and storing.

FR497 $149.95

SAVE 5%
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Explore

Teachables Wooden Blocks Set
Kit includes Pastel (BE401) and Natural (BE402) Blocks. Made from 
rubber wood. A total of 80 pieces measuring 4.5 cm (H). Contents may 
vary. Ages 3+ years.

BE401K Set of 80 $349.95
BE401 Pastel - Set of 40 $192.95
BE402 Natural - Set of 40 $192.95

Colourful Wooden Treasures Set
A large set of wooden loose parts. Each shape comes in three shades 
of seven colours. Stimulate the imagination, develop coordination and 
fine motor skills through patterning and sequencing. Includes 168 pieces 
supplied in a bag. Size: approx. 3.5–4 cm (H). Ages 3+ years.

CT74047 Set of 168 $204.95

Erzi Log Building Toy
Build in all directions with these colourful, wooden blocks. Largest piece 
measures 18 (L) cm. Includes 150 pieces in a bag. Ages 12+ months.

EZ43120 Set of 150 $119.95

12+
mths Barkless Wooden Log Blocks

These wooden log blocks are excellent for open-ended construction. 
Set includes 27 sanded, wooden pieces in a calico bag. Size and shape 
of blocks will vary. Ages 3+ years.

TH0135 Set of 27 $99.95

Tree Blocks
Excellent resource for hand-eye coordination, logic development and 
counting. Perfect for construction, natural play or role-play. Includes 36 
pieces in a drawstring bag. Ages 3+ years.

MW36R Set of 36 $193.95

3+
yrs

Balancing Bamboo Blocks
Open-ended bamboo blocks for building. Each measures between 1.5–4 
cm (dia.). Set of 100 pieces. As this item is natur al, each may differ. 
Made from bamboo. Ages 3+ years.

QGP587 Set of 100 $59.95

SAVE 9%
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MTA Spaces Hex Tray, Stand & Play Mats
Create a sensory space indoors and out with the Hex Tray and wooden 
stand. Kit includes the Hex Tray (SUN101/SUN201) and the wooden 
outdoor stand (DM607). Recommended to keep under cover when not in 
use. Tray size: 80 (W) x 89 (L) x 7 (H) cm. Wooden stand size: 90 (W) x 80 
(D) x 55 (H) cm. Assembly required. Contents may vary.

SUN201W Charcoal $349.95
SUN101W Sand $349.95

MTA Spaces Hex Tray Play Mats
Natural themed play mats to be used with our Hex Tray or without. They 
are designed for indoor use. All mats measure 76 (W) x 67 (L) cm. Ages 
3+ years.

SPP813 Natural $59.95
SPP810 Textures $59.95
SPP803 Grass $59.95

MTA Spaces Three Panel Folding Mirror
This three-panel foldable mirror is perfect for exploratory play. The 
mirror panels are scratch-resistant. Each panel measures 27 (L) x 
32 (H) cm. This mirror is designed to sit on the floor or on a table. 
Illustrated accessories not included. Do not use in direct sunlight. Ages 
3+ years.

DM2001 $139.95

Stockholm Spaces Rectangle Corner Mirror
Explore reflection with this fun corner safety mirror. Size: 60 (W) x 60 (D) 
x 90 (H) cm. Assembly required. Do not use mirror in direct sunlight. Use 
in a corner against a wall.

ACH20212 $229.95

MTA Spaces Mirrored Exploratory Play Kit
Create a magical play space for young children. Kit includes Triangle 
Exploratory Mirror (TF58), 20 Wooden Pebbles (TTS5062) and 20 Mirror 
Pebbles (TTS4238). Size: 100 (W) x 60 (D) x 90 (H) cm. Contents may 
vary. Ages 10+ months.

TF58K Kit $1,675.95
TF58 Mirror Only $949.95

10+
mths

Stockholm Spaces Mirrored Exploratory Low Table
A great low table that features a central mirror panel. Excellent for 
exploratory play. Mirror is a scratch-resistant safety mirror. Table size: 75 
(W) x 75 (D) x 28 (H) cm. Do not use in direct sunlight. Accessories not 
included.

STK8621 $275.95

SAVE 8%

SAVE 6%
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MTA Spaces Wooden Viewers
These mirrors feature double handles and either a safety mirror or 
coloured acrylic insert. Each measures 23 (W) x 14 (H) cm. Kit includes 
a set of 4 Wooden Mirror Viewers (DM17001) and a set of 4 Wooden 
Colour Viewers (DM17002). Contents may vary. Ages 12+ months.

DM1700K Set of 8 $116.95
DM17001 Mirror Viewers - Set of 4 $64.95
DM17002 Colour Viewers - Set of 4 $64.95

12+
mths

MTA Spaces Sensory Path with Assorted Resources
Kit includes the Sensory Path (ACH8858), 7 x Magnifying Glasses 
(BJT305), Crushed Stone (PNP030), Wooden Buttons (TH022), Granite 
Pebbles (PNP055 & PNP054), Hessian Squares (SH924), Pom Poms 
(EC30S) and Wool (CL9270). Tray size: 44 (W) x 38 (D) x 7.5 (H) cm. 
Contents may vary.

ACH8858K Set $771.95
ACH8858 Wooden Sensory Path - Set of 7 $419.95

MTA Spaces Loose Parts & Sorting Tray Kit
A natural sorting and loose parts kit including Felt Balls (3 x PAP605, 
3 x PNP606), Stone Pebbles (PNP054, PNP057) and a Large Sorting 
Tray (CXS18001). Contents may vary. As items are handmade or natural, 
colour and size may vary. To be used with supervision. Ages 3+ years.

CXS18001K $195.45

MTA Spaces Natural Sorting Kit
Includes 5 x Sorting Trays (CXS1015), plus 5 different bags of natural 
resources such as Bud Cones (TH0010), Branch Cuts (TH0025), Twigs 
(TH0045), Pods (TH0021) and Sunflowers (TH0051). Contents may vary. 
The size, colour and shape may vary as these are naturally grown. To be 
used with supervision. Ages 3+ years.

CXS1015K $182.95

Wooden Sorting Bowl with Stones
A beautiful handmade teak sorting bowl that includes 30 natural stones. 
Excellent for natural sorting and counting activities. Size: 44 (W) x 15 (D ) 
cm. Stones are natural and may vary in size. Ages 3+ years.

PAP135 Set of 31 $76.95

Sort & Design Blocks
Wooden tray filled with 193 colourful timber pieces. Excellent for 
sorting and categorising. Tray size: 26 (W) x 26 (H) x 5 (D) cm and pieces 
measure between 1.5 - 4 cm (W). Ages 3+ years.

FR444 Set of 241 $124.95

SAVE 10% SAVE 8%

SAVE 24% SAVE 15%
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Natural Stones & Botanical Loose Parts Kit
Includes Small Pods (TH0021), Natural Bark Pieces (TH0031), Brush 
Cones (TH0041), Dried Sunflowers (TH0051), Spiky Pods (TH0071), Pine 
Cones (TH0020), Bud Cones (TH0010), Oval Branch Cuts (TH0025), 
Thick Twigs (TH0045), Black River Pebbles (PNP057), 2x White River 
Pebbles (PNP054) and 2x Red River Pebbles (PNP055). Contents may 
vary. To be used with supervision. Ages 3+ years.

TH001K $288.95

Natural Botanicals Kit - 2kg
Includes Small Driftwood (TH0048), Large Green Pods (TH0049), Flower 
Pods (TH0056), Wooden Discs (TH1111), Large Lotus Pods (TH0011), 
Small Pods (TH0021), Natural Bark Pieces (TH0031), Brush Cones 
(TH0041), Dried Sunflowers (TH0051), Spiky Pods (TH0071) and Pine 
Cones (TH0020). Contents may vary. The size, colour and shape of 
these natural items will vary as the items are naturally grown. To be used 
with supervision. Ages 3+ years.

TH0058K $334.95

Natural Resources Kit
Includes Bud Cones (TH0010), Twig Chips (TH0015), Oval Branch Cuts 
(TH0025), Circle Branch Cuts (TH0030), Mini Pine Cones (TH0035) 
and Thick Twigs (TH0045). Each is supplied in a bag. They are the 
by-product from harvesting plantation grown timber and are ethically 
sourced. Contents may vary. To be used with supervision. Ages 3+ 
years.

TH0010K $99.95
TH0030 Circle Branch Cuts $17.95
TH0045 Thick Twigs $17.95
TH0025 Oval Branch Cuts $17.95
TH0035 Mini Pine Cones $17.95
TH0015 Twig Chips $17.95
TH0010 Bud Cones $17.95

Baha Play Sand
A silica-free sand which is non-toxic and sustainable. Naturally 
renewable marine aragonite sand that is odourless, silica-free, dust-free 
and quartz-free with a smooth texture. Suitable for both indoor and 
outdoor use. Supplied in a 9 kg polybag. To be used with supervision. 
Ages 3+ years.

PNP1020 9 kg $57.95

Assorted River Pebbles
A set containing three 1-litre jars of natural river pebbles: White Granite, 
Red Granite and Black Granite. Contents may vary. To be used with 
supervision. Ages 3+ years.

PNP9K Set of 3 $64.95

SAVE 12% SAVE 5%

SAVE 7%

SAVE 10%
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MTA Spaces Seagrass Baskets
A nesting set of four seagrass baskets. The 
largest measures 37 (L) x 26 (W) x 18 (H) cm 
at the base. Accessories not included.

SHT055 Set of 4 $89.95

MTA Spaces Large Rectangular 
Wicker Baskets
Woven wicker baskets featuring a removable 
and machine washable, calico liner. Size: 29 
(W) x 39 (W) x 18 (H) cm.

CHH8053-4 Set of 4 $84.95

MTA Spaces Extra Large Wicker 
Oval Baskets
Set of 3 large baskets feature rope handles 
and are made from thick wicker. Largest 
basket measures 68 (W) x 55 (D) x 52 (H) cm.

CHH6005 Set of 3 $299.95

MTA Spaces Wooden Buckets
Set of 3 timber buckets. Largest bucket 
measures 23 (W) x 23 (D) x 17 (H) cm. 
Accessories not included. Buckets are not 
waterproof.

CXS8435 Set of 3 $36.95

Fair Trade Felt Rainbow Storage 
& Stacking Cubes
Set of 7 felt baskets. Largest measures 18 
(W) x 13 (H). Ages 3+ years.

PAP425 Set of 7 $164.95

Contrast Colour Stacking Bowls
Set of 5 contrast colour stacking timber 
bowls. Largest bowl size X (dia.) x X (H) cm.

QGP045 Set of 5 $44.95

MTA Spaces Flower Sorting Tray
Size: 34 (L) x 34 (W) x 3 (H) cm. Accessories 
not included.

CXS2664 $42.95

MTA Spaces Wooden Sorting 
Tray
Size: 24 (L) x 24 (W) x 8 (H) cm. Accessories 
not included.

CXS1015-5 Pack of 5 $89.95
CXS1015 Each $21.95

MTA Spaces Round Sorting Tray
Includes removable trays and a large tray 
measuring 30 (dia.) x 6 (H) cm.

CXS18005 $26.95

Tear Drop Bowls
Set of 5 bamboo bowls. Each measures 9 (W) 
x 6 (L) x 4 (H) cm.

QGP841 Set of 5 $64.95

Natural Wooden Bowls
Set of 3 wooden bowls. Largest bowl 
measures approx. 15 (W) x 10 (H) cm. Shapes 
will vary. Accessories not included.

PAP020 Set of 3 $83.95

Wooden Mortar and Pestle
Mortar measures 11 (dia.) x 7 (H) cm and 
pestle measures 12 cm (L).

PAP138 $41.95

SAVE 3%

SAVE 18%
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Tree Furniture Long Table & Benches
Natural furniture set made from Acacia wood with an oil and beeswax 
finish. Bench size: 120 (W) x 35 (D) x 30 (H) cm. Table size: 120 (W) x 55 
(D) x 50 (H) cm. Assembly required and oil as needed. Best kept under 
cover. Kit includes Table (QGP536) and Benches (QGP535).

QGP536K Set of 3 $829.95
QGP536 Table $419.95
QGP535 Bench - Set of 2 $449.95

Tree Furniture Round Table & Stools
Made from solid Acacia timber, this set includes a table measuring 60 
( dia.) x 50 (H) cm and three stools that measure 30 cm (H). Shape and 
colour may vary due to natural timber. We recommend to oil regularly 
and keep out of direct weather.

QGP142 Set of 4 $429.95
QGP142-S Stool Only $90.95

MTA Spaces Large Outdoor Nature Cushions
A set of four colourful cushions. The cushions feature amazing images 
from nature. Each cushion measures 100 (W) x 100 (D) cm and features 
UV-stable and water-resistant outdoor fabric.

LIJ010K Set of 4 $537.95

MTA Spaces Natural Textures Large Outdoor 
Cushions
A set of 5 beautiful cushions designs for indoor and outdoor use. 
Includes thick, foam inserts and fade resistant covers. Each cushion 
measures 100 (W) x 100 (L) cm. Contents may vary.

LIJ2202K Set of 5 $603.95

MTA Spaces Mindful Mandala Mats
A set of 20 polyester mats for placement, social distancing and play. 
Each measures 38 cm (dia.) and features a beautiful mandala design 
with a rubberised non-slip backing.

SPP120 Set of 20 $349.95

MTA Spaces Jute Floor Mat
This floor mat is made from natural jute. It features a cotton border and 
a nonslip backing. This natural mat measures 240 (W) x 180 (H) cm. We 
suggest to stain guard this item against marking and roll for storage.

FLD002 $349.95

SAVE 5%

SAVE 22% SAVE 31%
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Natural Spaces Bamboo Play House & Floor Mat
A beautiful bamboo and wood play space for quiet time, reading or 
role-play. It features a soft, PVC covered floor mat and both bamboo 
and opaque plastic walls for supervision. Set includes the Play House 
(DM001) and the Floor Mat (DM001MAT). Size: 155 (W) x 104 (D) x 120 
(H) cm.

DM001K $1,469.95

Stockholm Spaces Cosy Pod
Create a nook for calm or exploratory play. Features a scratch-resistant 
mirror on the back panel, side coloured circles and a fabric curtain. 
Measures 95 (W) x 60 (D) x 95 (H) cm. Assembly required.

STK107 $424.95

Outdoor Mud Table & Sink
Set includes the Outdoor Mud Table (ANP7016) and the Mud Table & Sink 
(ANP7015). Features a stainless steel bowl and a tap with water pump. 
Made from hardwood timber and suitable for outdoor use. Each table 
measures 90 (W) x 49 (D ) x 65 (H) cm. Oil or varnish to maintain timber 
and assembly required.

ANP7016K Set of 2 $649.95
ANP7015 Table With Sink $399.95
ANP7016 Table Without Sink $329.95

Harmony Education Outdoor Play Fence
Made from eucalyptus and suitable for inside and outside. Kit includes 2 
x Long Fences measuring 88 (W) cm.

MR10245K Set of 2 $447.95
MR10245 Each $259.95

Living Classrooms Mud Mixing Table
Excellent for outdoor sensory and messy play, this table features four 
stainless steel bowls. Table size: 110 (W) x 110 (D) x 60 (H) cm. Made 
from eucalyptus, the wood will require oiling when needed. Assembly 
required. Do not use in direct sunlight. Accessories not included.

MR10207 $899.95

Living Classrooms Wooden Bridge
This wooden bridge walkway encourages outdoor play. Made from 
eucalyptus, it measures 60 (W) x 140 (D) x 73 (H) cm. Children will love 
crossing over this bridge. Assembly required and the timber will require 
oiling when needed. Suitable for use on flat ground only. Assembly 
required.

MR10204 $889.95

SAVE 3%

SAVE 11% SAVE 14%
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Australian Flora Wooden Discs
These natural wooden pieces feature printed images of Australian flora 
on one side, and the name of the plant on the reverse.

QGP684 Set of 10 $29.95

2+
yrs Wooden Lifecycle Tiles

Match wooden tiles with images showing life cycle stages for humans, 
bees, frogs, apples, butterflies and chickens. Storage bag and guide 
included.

CT73522 Set of 24 $69.95

0+
yrs

Animal Footprints and Habitats
These natural wooden tiles are printed on both sides, and made to be 
matched. Match the animal with their name, or the footprints with their 
habitats!

QGP113 Set of 20 $29.95

3+
yrs Camouflage Mini Beasts Set

Explore how animals and insects camouflage themselves for protection 
in their habitat. Set includes a Starfish, Clam, Reddish Fiddler Crab, 
Leaf Butterfly, Stick Insect, Blister Beetle, Brownish Bug, Green Chafer, 
Grasshopper.

KNB0011 Set of 9 $169.95

2+
yrs

Specimen Stones
These durable, shatter-proof, acrylic stones are perfectly clear and allow 
children to explore samples up-close from every angle. Learn about 
different types of plants, insects, and sea creatures with these stones, 
and place them in the stand for viewing.

GC4500 Bugs $139.95
GC4501 Sea Creatures $139.95
GC4502 Plants $139.95
GC4503 Tabletop Stand $129.95
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Sensory Leaf Tiles
Set includes 12 tiles for 6 pairings: oak, birch, 
aspen, maple, sweet chestnut and beech. Tile 
size: 60 mm.

YD1112 Set of 12 $69.95

18+
mths Sensory Flower Stones

These robust stones are suitable for use with 
soil, sand and water! Set includes: carnation, 
daffodil, dahlia, gerbera, pansy, rose, 
sunflower and tulip.

YD1189 Set of 8 $64.95

2+
yrs

Sensory Flower Tiles
Set includes 12 tiles for 6 pairs: bluebell, 
buttercup, daisy, poppy, snowdrop, violet. 
Perfect for matching games, imprints and 
rubbings.

YD1190 Set of 12 $69.95

18+
mths

Sensory Nature Stones
Children can can dig up these stones, use them as playdough stamps 
and rubbing plates. Set includes: acorn, dandelion seed head, feather, 
pine cone, snail shell, spider’s web, sycamore leaf, sycamore seeds.

YD1197 Set of 8 $64.95

2+
yrs

3D Solar System
Learn about planet names, sizes and characteristics. Set includes a 
storage bag, an educational guide, and cards with real photographs of 
planets.

ANTO6110 $89.95

3+
yrs

Dinosaur Stones
These wooden stones are printed with images of fossilised dinosaur 
skeletons on one side, and the dinosaur’s name in clear lettering on the 
reverse.

QGP006 Set of 10 $39.95

3+
yrs

Dinosaur Wooden Characters
Colourful wooden dinosaur characters are perfect for young children, 
with printed images on one side and a skeleton on the other!

YD0201 Set of 8 $89.95

18+
mths
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Wooden Microscope
This microscope features a large viewing lens, moveable platform, and a 
double-sided black/white plastic plate in the base for optimal viewing of 
various samples.

QGP272 27 x 17 x 17.5 cm $79.95

3+
yrs

Magnification Blocks
This set contains 6 wooden blocks ranging in size, each with 2x 
magnification window for children to use to explore indoors and 
outdoors.

GC3018 Pack of 6 $79.95

2+
yrs

All-Weather Magnifying Glasses
These soft-touch plastic magnifiers feature 
scratch-resistant glass lenses, and each 
measures 19 x 9 x 2.3 cm.

GC4600 Pack of 4 $79.95

3+
yrs Easy Hold Magnifier

Solid wood magnifier with easy grip handles, 
2x magnification, and an inset lens with 3x 
magnification.

CT73363 Each $33.55
CT73363-10K Pack of 10 $291.45

1+
yrs

All-Weather Jumbo Tweezers
Durable, comfortable tweezers with textured 
extra-large grips for small hands. Each 
measures 14.5 x 5.8 x 2.8 cm.

GC4604 Pack of 6 $34.95

18+
mths

Insect Exploration Kit
This kit is perfect for outdoor adventuring to find insects in the wild; 
or for comfortably getting to know different insects inside the the 
classroom.

LER0789K Kit $1,056.45
LER0789 Jumbo Insects - Set of 7 $146.95
FD150B Giant Bug Viewer $23.95
LER1963 Easy-Grip Tweezers - Pack of 12 $36.95
TEB09-4 Heavy Duty Tray - Pack of 4 $31.95
KNB2511 Mini Beasts Insects and Spiders - Small Set $79.95
CT73363 Easy Hold Magnifier $33.55

SAVE 12%
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 Indoor Greenhouse 
 Bring the outdoors in with this greenhouse, featuring clear roof flaps 
on hinges; and sunken holes in the base for the included bamboo pots, 
evenly spacing plants for optimal growth. 

 QGP273    38 x 28.5 x 23 cm   $139.95 

3+
yrs

 My Planet and Its Energy 
 Learn about renewable and non-renewable energy, and what’s healthy 
for our planet! Set of 2 puzzles (total of 28 pieces), each with a diameter 
of 35 cm. 

 AK20822    $44.95 

4+
yrs

 Our Sustainable World Matching Game 
 Use this matching card game to learn about sustainable swap in 
everyday life! Set includes 34 cards with real-life photos, each 
measuring 9 x 9 cm. 

 AK20823    $44.95 

3+
yrs

 Maxi-Sequences: Why Do We Recycle? 
 These large photographic cards show the recycling sequences for 5 
materials; from the original material, to disposal and processing, and 
then what the material can be recycled into! 

 AK30643    $44.95 

3+
yrs

 Taking Care of the Earth Stories: 
Recycling and Saving Energy 
 This set includes cards, holders, and 
downloadable resources for 6 stories, 
including an educator’s guide and colouring-
in cards. 

 AK20821    $69.95 

4+
yrs

 Reduce, Reuse and Recycle 
Game 
 This game includes 44 cards, and a spinner 
wheel. Learn about sustainable habits: 
reduce, reuse, recycle! 

 AK20819    $54.95 

3+
yrs

 Natudomino: Animals in 
Extinction 
 Learn about which animals are in danger of 
going extinct; and play dominoes with this 
multi-purpose game. 

 AK20824    $44.95 

3+
yrs
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Creatistics Toddler Eiffel Art Easel
The toddler easel is height adjustable in portrait format from 100 - 108 
cm and landscape from 83 - 105 cm.

AM2006 $332.95

Premium Wooden 2-Sided Easel
This wooden easel includes clips to secure artworks in place and 
removable trays with paint cups. Height adjustable. Measures 51 (W) x 
102 (H) x 58 (D) cm.

GC0850 $411.95

Creatistics Paint Pot Table
Made of solid oak wood and features 8 holes for paint pots and a clear 
acrylic compartment for brush storage. The shelf is perfect for storing 
bottles of paint. Lockable castors. Size: 50 (L) x 40 (W) x 49 (H) cm.

CS1251 $269.95

Natural Spaces Wooden Paper Storage Trolley
This sturdy paper storage trolley includes 5 shelves for paper up to size 
A1. Each shelf has two grooves to assist with paper removal. Includes 4 
lockable castors. Size: 660 (H) x 885 (W) x 630 (D) mm.

DM4112 $899.95

Outdoor Painting Wall & Trolley
Ideal for outdoor learning areas, this set includes an outdoor painting 
wall and a craft trolley. Trolley includes lockable castors.

CS1244K $1,199.95

Bamboo Double-Sided Art Centre
With 2 dry-erase painting surfaces, 5 drying racks, removable paint 
trays and spill-proof caps, keeping things clean and tidy is a cinch. This 
flexible art centre can also be used as 2 standalone items: a tabletop or 
floor easel and a drying station!

CRN0001 $949.95

SAVE 12%
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Giotto Turbo Maxi Markers
These markers have long lasting 5 mm nibs along with child-safe 
ventilated caps and child-proof stoppers. Washable. Non-toxic.

GTM46 Tub of 48 $43.95
GTM96 Box of 108 $99.95

Creatistics Coloured Markers
Creatistics fine tip markers come in 12 vibrant colours. They are 
washable, non-toxic and have ventilated safety caps making them ideal 
for young creatives. Creatistics fine tip markers will inspire students to 
draw, colour and design.

CS6582 Pack of 12 $1.95

Masterkidz Mobile Art Station
A slimline storage centre for all of your creative classroom resources. 
The top level of the storage station features four compartments with 
removable wooden dividing trays for easy organisation and lower shelves 
just the right height to store paint, glue, painting paper and all of your 
crafting materials. Lockable castors included. Size: 80 (L) x 40 (W) x 80 
(H) cm.

MKZ08190 $665.95

Creatistics Jumbo Natural Triangle Pencils
These natural finish, jumbo triangle barrel pencils have a soft colour 
strip allowing fast colour laydown and a great colouring experience. 12 
assorted colours. Size: 17.5 (L) x 1 (W) cm. Colour strip is 5 mm thick.

CS0105 Stand of 60 $49.95

Coconut Painting Palette
An alternative to a plastic palette. Comprises of 4 coconut shells strung 
together. Each measures approximately 7 cm in diameter. This palette 
can also be used for sorting and counting.

QGP403K Kit of 4 $42.95
QGP403 Each $11.95

Micador Paint Brush Class Pack
Ideal for early childhood or primary art, these brushes feature short 
wooden handles. Includes 15 round and 15 flat synthetic bristle brushes.

MDRF30 Pack of 30 $129.95

SAVE 10%
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Creatistics Assorted Cover Paper
A must-have for any classroom. Excellent for various art and craft 
activities. 10 colours. 500 sheets. 120 gsm.

TEB0001 A4 $24.95
TEB0002 A3 $49.95

Creatistics Scrapbook
Features a 230 gsm cardboard cover and thick 100 gsm paper that is 
suitable for drawing, painting and collage work. 64 pages. Size: 24 x 335 
mm.

QL81800 $2.50
28 or more $2.25

Creatistics Assorted Cardboard
These bright cardboard sheets are suitable for a wide range of crafts, 
school projects and creative uses. Packs of 100. 220 gsm.

CB350 A4 $16.95
10 or more $16.10

CB351 A3 $32.95
5 or more $31.30

CB352 51 x 64 cm $59.95
3 or more $56.95

Natural Textures Craft Kit
This natural textures kit includes a complete selection of crafting 
resources. Kit contents may vary.

AM4107K $148.45

Creatistics Bio-Glitter
Creatistics Bio-Glitter is made from plant cellulose and is 
environmentally friendly. Bio-Glitter has been certified compostable 
and will biodegrade in the natural environment. Bio-Glitter has the same 
shiny, metallic finish of PET glitter, without the damaging effects to our 
eco-system. Available in 200 g bottles with easy pour shaker lids and a 
pack of 12 x 10 g shakers. Non-Toxic.

CS1100K Set of 8 $177.95
CS1108 Set of 12 x 10 g $22.95
CS1100 Silver - 200 g $22.95
CS1101 Gold - 200 g $22.95
CS1102 Rose Gold - 200 g $22.95
CS1103 Red - 200 g $22.95
CS1104 Green - 200 g $22.95
CS1105 Blue - 200 g $22.95
CS1106 Pink - 200 g $22.95
CS1107 Purple - 200 g $22.95

SAVE 26%

SAVE 3%
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Wooden Dough & Modelling Accessories Pack
The perfect modelling accessories set with multiple rollers and patterns. 
This set includes a wooden board and 9 patterned rollers and tools.

QGP23 $69.95

Creatistics Air Dry Ceramic Clay
A modelling material that dries naturally and is easy to mould. Available 
in grey, terracotta and white.

KC1021 Grey - 1 kg $7.95
KC1023 Grey - 10 kg $36.95
KC1022 Terracotta - 1 kg $7.95
KC1024 Terracotta - 10 kg $36.95
KC1026 White - 1 kg $11.95
KC1027 White - 10 kg $39.95

Creatistics Coconut Shell Tools
Set of 6 coconut shell tools great for use with 
paint, dough, clay or sand. Great for mark 
making or for a sensory experience.

CS7900 Pack of 6 $9.95

Explore with Clay Kit
Explore the natural and sensory elements of 
clay! This kit includes: 6 natural wood slices to 
be used as modelling boards, 10 kg of white 
air dry ceramic clay, a clay cutter, 12 wooden 
modelling/shaping tools and 12 wooden 
decorative tools.

CS1027K $230.95

Block Print Stamps
Fair Trade wooden stamps, hand-carved from sustainable siras wood. 
Each set is supplied in a drawstring bag. The flowers of Australia set is 
supplied in a box with an information card.

SIC001 Coastal - Set of 8 $59.95
SIC002 Floral - Set of 3 $44.95
SIC003 Australian Animal - Set of 8 $59.95
SIC005 Indigenous Animals - Set of 6 $59.95
SIC007 Flowers of Australia - Set of 8 $59.95

SAVE 19%
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3+
yrs

Teachables Natural Maths Counting Kit
A beautiful natural maths kit to practise with number sense, counting 
and sorting with natural resources. This kit consists of 2 sets of wooden 
tactile number discs (TEB6269), 2 sets of wooden tactile dot discs 
(TEB6279), 2 sets of wooden tactile ten frames discs (TEB6281) and 5 
sets of wooden two-coloured counters (TEB6280). Kit contents may 
vary.

TEB6269K $154.95
TEB6269 Wooden Tactile Number Tiles  Wood 50 mm 

- Set of 10
$20.95

TEB6279 Wooden Tactile Dots Tiles  Wood - Set of 10 $14.65
TEB6281 Wooden Tactile Ten Frames Tiles  - Set of 10 $19.90
TEB6280 Wooden Round Counter Set Wood 25 mm - 

Set of 20
$14.65

Log Counting and Sorting Trays
This set includes 5 counting logs, perfect for mathematics and 
numeracy development but also sensory and open ended play. The sets 
includes: 5 log trays measuring 37cm, 29.5cm, 23cm, 15cm and 10cm. 
The holes measuring approx. 5.5 –6cm wide. Please note: accessories 
are not included.

QGP013 Wood - Set of 5 $59.95

3+
yrs

Wooden Maths Counting & Tens Frame Set
This counting set supplied with small wooden balls is a terrific tool for 
children to learn simple mathematics. The vibrant colours and wooden 
feel instantly engages students. Made from ethically sourced wood this 
counting set is perfect for your classroom.

QGP945 Wood - Set of 10 $65.95

3+
yrs

Wooden 1-2-3-4-5 Frame Tray Set
As a set, these five wooden trays show clearly how numbers increase in 
size. Use with counters to enhance your students learning experience. 
Combine trays to explore how numbers relate to each other and can be 
represented. Largest tray measures 38x8x2cm.

YD1090 Wood - Set of 5 $86.95

2+
yrs

Wooden 5 Frame Tray Set
Made from sustainably sourced wood, this 5-frame wooden tray 
allows students to explore addition, subtraction and number patterns. 
Combine with counters to enhance learning! Tray measures 38x8x2cm.

YD1089 Wood $34.95

2+
yrs

SAVE 16%
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Natural Maths Sorting & Counting Kit
Bring nature into your maths classes! This kit includes a wealth of natural 
resources to reinforce key maths concepts such as sorting, counting, 
classifying, comparing, sequencing, patterning and much more. The 
kit consists of a wooden ten frame tray (YD1081), a natural sorting tray 
(YD1080), Coconut Shell Coloured Flowers Set – 90 pc (TEB6235), 
oval branch cuts (TH0025), round branch cuts (TH0030), thick twigs 
(TH0045), twig chips (TH0015) and a pack of 300 plain wooden 
beads (AM353). Students will learn to see similarities and differences 
between natural items, develop patterns and learn to classify the natural 
elements into different groups. Kit contents may vary.

YD1080K $240.95

3+
yrs

Wooden Number Tracing board
Beautiful tactile wooden number tracing board that helps young 
students practise number formation. This board comes with a wooden 
stylus. The directional arrows on the board will help students to make 
the right move. The numbers can also be used as a mould for play dough 
to reproduce the numbers.

QGP485 Wood 18 (W) x 28 (L) x 2 (H) cm $41.95

3+
yrs

Bamboo Counting set
With this Bamboo Counting Set students are encouraged to place the 
correct amount of sticks in the corresponding cup, or find and collect 
objects in nature or around the classroom. Objects can be sorted in a 
variety of ways: by size, colour, material, shape, etc. A set of 10 bamboo 
cups and 55 sticks for endless open ended counting possibilities. Each 
cup is approximately 10cm high by 5.5cm wide, the sticks measure 10cm 
approx.

QGP922 Wood $78.95

3+
yrs

Place Value Icy pole Sticks Kit
This kit includes one set of 1000pc of plain paddle pop sticks (TFC10113), 
one set of 1000 coloured paddle pop sticks (TFC10238) and a set of 
coloured rubber bands (ACC461). By bundling 10 paddle pop sticks 
together with a rubber band, you can recreate the ‘tens’ in the place 
value system. Then group 10 sets of 10 together to create ‘hundreds’, 
etc. This creates a super affordable way to introduce place value, as a 
replacement or substitute for base ten sets.

TFC10113K 2240 pc $54.95

3+
yrs

SAVE 10%

SAVE 7%
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Wooden Numbers & Letters Tracing Set
This wooden tracing set is great for students to practise with number 
and letter recognition and the first steps of writing numbers and letters! 
The set consists of the 26 letters of the alphabet and the numbers 0 to 
9. Each number/letter measures 10 x 15 x 1cm and the set is supplied in a 
wooden storage box.

MJ104 Wood - Set of 36 $388.45

3+
yrs

Natural Tree Maths Set with Ruler
This natural maths set includes 30 wooden tree blocks from 1 cm to 10 
cm. The set also comes with a natural wooden ruler to identify the size 
of each block, as well as for simple addition and subtraction. A great 
set to practise with basic number sense, addition and subtraction, and 
fractions. Supplied in a cotton bag. The diameter of the blocks vary.

QGP933 Wood - Set of 30 $76.95

Trace & Write Number Stones
Take a hands-on approach using this set of ten tactile number stones (0-
9). These attractive stones offer a tactile and visual way for children to 
practise number formation and build confidence. The stones are made 
from a durable mix and are suitable for use indoors and outside. Each 
stone is engraved to provide important sensory feedback and measures 
between 12 and 13.5cm.

YD1032 Plastic 120 mm - Set of 10 $109.95

3+
yrs

Teachables Matchsticks
Multicoloured and plain matchsticks for all your construction activities or 
for counting, adding, sorting and place value exercises.

TFC10427 Coloured $9.50
JM68 Plain - Pack of 3000 $11.95

Tactile Counting Stones
These stones help students with counting, number recognition and 
other early maths skill. Each set contains 20 stones (2 sets of 1-10 
stones) measuring between 80-85mm in length.

YD1092 Wood - Set of 2 $79.95

3+
yrs

Teachables Pop Sticks
Pop sticks are an ideal affordable maths resource to reinforce early 
number education and key maths concepts, such as counting, adding, 
and place value. The sets of 1000pc are supplied with container, the set 
of 5000pc comes in a bag.

TFC10238 Coloured - 1000 pc $26.95
TFC10113 Plain - 1000 pc $21.95
TFC10097 Plain  - 5000 pc $51.45
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Insert Numbers
Giant chips with numbers from 0 to 9 and the cut following the shape of 
the number to be fitted with the matching chip. 

ANTO16241A 12 (W) x 6 (L) x 0.9 (D) $39.95

18+
mths

Weights & Attributes
Sorting game by weights, colours and geometric shapes. There are 3 
groups of pieces, all with the same size. Each group is made up of a 
circle, a triangle and a square with the same weights, 40g, 80g and 160g 
per piece. There are 6 different colours randomly printed on the front 
and back of each piece. 12 tokens with colours, weights and geometric 
shape attributes, and their corresponding “negation cross” on the back.

ANTO16133 5 (W) x 5 (L) x 5 (H) cm $99.95

4+
yrs

Math Abacus
This gorgeous wooden abacus supports early mathematics like addition 
and subtraction. Enhances the mental abilities of children and allows for 
arithmetic  to be interesting.

ANTO16362 29 (W) x 14.5 (L) x 7.5 (H) cm $54.95

3+
yrs

Wooden Number & Blackboard Discs Kit
This kit includes one set of 40 Number discs (FR3004) from 1-20 (2 of 
each), and one set of the blackboard discs (FR3005). Match the number 
disc to create a pair, and write the number onto the blackboard. Practise 
with addition, subtraction, multiplication or addition! Kit contents may 
vary.

FR3004K $75.45
FR3004 Blackboard Discs - 5mm, 2 pc $37.95
FR3005 Number Matching Discs Wood - Set of 4 $39.95

2+
yrs

Natural Number Stacker - 1-10
This inviting number stacker will be a valuable resource to teach early 
number concepts by helping children to make connections within and 
between numbers to ten. The bases measure 50mm and show four 
different representations for each number: numeral, standard 1-5 dice 
array, random dot array and 10-frame pattern. Made from responsibly 
sourced beech wood, each set includes ten number posts (60-170mm) 
and 55 rings.

YD1133 Wood $157.95

2+
yrs

Wooden Number Tracing & Counting Trays
These number tracing and counting trays can be used in a variety of 
ways. Collect things in nature and display the correct amount in the 
corresponding tray or fill the trays with colour sand or play dough and 
trace the numbers. Accessories are not included. Comes in storage tray.

QGP486 Small Trays Wood 10 (W) x 5 (L) cm - Set of 10 $54.95
QGP580 Large Trays Wood 20 (W) x 10 (L) cm - Set of 10 $83.95

SAVE 3%
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Moon Teethers
Non-toxic and BPA free, this set of 4 contains the following colours; 
Soft Blue (JSDMTB), Grey (JSDMTG), Pale Pink (JSDMTP) & Turquoise 
(JSDMTT).

JSDKIT02 Set of 4 $59.95
JSDMTB Soft Blue $16.95
JSDMTG Grey $16.95
JSDMTP Pale Pink $16.95
JSDMTT Turquoise $16.95

3+
mths

Natural Skwish
The Skwish is a great multi-sensory toy with a twisted web of rods, 
strings, and beads. It skwishes and returns to its original shape.

KAL209620 $39.95

0+
yrs

Natural Wooden Baby Play Gym
Babies will explore the sensation of wooden 
shapes, animals and colours with this 
beautiful natural wood play gym. Measures: 
51(H) x 46(W) x 39(D)cm.

BBR037 $74.95

0+
yrs

Natural Wooden Stacking Stones
Set of 8 heirloom quality uncoated wooden 
stacking stones made from 5 different exotic 
plantation woods. Largest: 2.4 (W) x 5(L) x 
8(H)cm.

BBR034 8 Pieces $34.95

18+
mths

Natural Wooden Animals 
Stacking Game
An open ended set of 10 wooden animal 
stacking blocks. Made from a selection of 
different plantation woods.

BBR038 10 Pieces $32.95

18+
mths

12+
mths

Plan Toys Pastel Baby Collection
A beautiful collection of pastel baby wooden toys. Set includes Sensory 
Blocks (PT5257), Sensory Tumbling Faces (PT5258), Triangle Clutching 
Toy (PT5256), First Stacking Rings (PT5380) and Pastel Roller (PT5255)

PT5250K Set of 5 $139.45
PT5257 Sensory Blocks $32.95
PT5258 Sensory Tumbling Faces $32.95
PT5380 First Stacking Rings $22.95
PT5256 Triangle Clutching Toy $39.95
PT5255 Pastel Roller $22.95

SAVE 12%

SAVE 8%
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Babies & Toddlers

PlanToys Shake N Clap
This Plan Toys Shake N Clap rattle is easy for tiny hands to hold, as they 
shake the rattle to make sounds.

PT5277 $19.95

4+
mths

Plan Toys Flexi Jellyfish
This palm-clutching toy has fun legs that wiggle as they are pinched and 
pressed.

PT5278 $19.95

6+
mths

Wooden Windmill Stackeroo
Windmill Stacker includes 7 Plantation wooden rings with the top one 
spinning like a windmill, each round piece has 2 holes. Measures 18(H)cm

BBR036 $38.95

18+
mths

Large Wooden Rainbow Stack
Natural stacking rainbow made from 7 different exotic plantation woods. 
Largest arch: 23.3(L) x 11(H) x 4.5(W)cm.

BBR035 7 Pieces $59.95

18+
mths

Stack, Sort and Roll Kit
Stack, Sort and Roll with this set of eco-
friendly toys. Includes Stack & Roll Rings 
(MN97330), Stacking Cups (MN97340) and 
Shape Sorting Bucket (MN97341).

MN973K Set of 3 $88.95
MN97330 Stack & Roll Rings $36.95
MN97340 Stacking Cups $29.95
MN97341 Shape Sorting 

Bucket
$32.95

12+
mths

Green Toys Stack and Sort Train
This Stack & Sort 12-piece Train set includes 
a train engine, shape sorting car with 
removable roof, cargo car, 4 shapes, and 4 
numbered stacking pieces

GY092 $114.95

0+
yrs

SAVE 11%
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Heuristic Play Wooden Starter 
Set
This open ended Heuristic Play Set means 
that all toddlers can explore and investigate in 
their own way. Set of 63 beechwood pieces 
and a cotton drawstring storage bag.

CT73935 $229.95

10+
mths

Plan Toys Miracle Pounding II
Each time the ball is hit with the provided 
wooden mallet, a new ball pops up to replace 
it!

PT5454 $59.95

2+
yrs

Wooden Air Travel Set
Push the planes on their wheels and spin the propellers. Wings can flex 
and move. Stunt Plane 11(W) x 6.5(L) x 9.5(H) cm, Commercial Plane 
11(W) x 5(L) x 9.5(H) cm, Helicopter 11(W) x 8.5(L) x 4(H) cm.

NIBU62213 Set of 3 $69.95

10+
mths

Wooden Trains Set
Each train in this set come with working wheels, so they can be pushed 
along. Includes a Diesel Train 9(W) x 7(L) x 6(H) cm, Locomotive 11(W) x 
6(L) x 6(H) cm and Steam Train - 9(W) x 8(L) x 6)H) cm.

NIBU62215 Set of 3 $69.95

10+
mths

Big Sensory Ball
One large ball houses 4 small balls, all with different textures, colours 
and diameters.

MN97315 $114.95

6+
mths

Plan Toys Chicken Nesting
This Chicken Nesting toy consists of 4 pieces and a circle base. Children 
can learn about sequencing, and life cycle of a chicken.

PT5695 $29.95

12+
mths
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Babies & Toddlers

BRIO My First Railway Beginner Pack
My First Railway Beginner Pack includes 18 pieces; 1x Train, 1x Rattle 
Carriage, 11x Pieces of Wooden Track, 4x Guiding Ramp Tracks, 1x 
Colourful Bridge/Tunnel. FSC certified wood.

BRI33727 18 Pieces $99.95

18+
mths

BRIO Classic Little Forest Train Set
Simple Forest train set for toddlers with 2 trees, railway tracks and a 
train loaded with logs. FSC certified wood.

BRI33042 18 Pieces $49.95

2+
yrs

Plan Toys Pull-Along Hedgehog
When pulled along, this sweet little Hedgehog will let out a chime as 
a reminder that it’s not far behind, to help develop gross motor skills, 
balance and coordination.

PT5274 $31.95

12+
mths

Classic Wooden Baby Walker
This classic baby walker is designed to support first steps, with a wide 
base, sturdy structure, good angle and anti-tip system. Made from 
premium Australian Timber.

QGP176 $94.95

12+
mths

PlanToys Palomino Wooden 
Rocking Horse
This Palomino Wooden Rocking Horse is built 
on parallel rockers so children can rock with 
comfort and safety.

PT3403 $119.95

2+
yrs

Scoot & Ride - My First
My First is baby’s first 3 in 1 Baby Walker; 
Ride-on combination. Produced from soft, 
shock absorbing EPP Material, recyclable and 
safe for users and furniture. My First has 3 
functions - Baby Walker, Ride-On and Caster 
Board.

SNR96595 Steel $119.95
SNR96596 Rose $119.95

6+
mths
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3+
yrs

Natural Spaces Open Play Kitchen
The versatile components of our Natural Spaces Open Play Kitchen Set 
can be arranged in various layouts to suit different spaces and provide 
endless possibilities. Set includes Bench (DM10001), Stove (DM10002), 
Sink (DM10003) and Cupboard (DM10004). Assembly required. 
Illustrated accessories are not included.

DM10001K Set of 4 $1,099.95
DM10001 Bench $279.95
DM10002 Stove $324.95
DM10003 Sink $369.95
DM10004 Cupboard $349.95

3+
yrs

Norwegia Spaces Coastal Kitchen Island & Bench
Transform your home corner into a welcoming coastal retreat with our 
Norwegia Spaces Coastal Kitchen Island & Bench Set. Set includes 
Kitchen Island (NOR3001) and Dining Bench (NOR3002). With a modular 
design this set can be adapted into many spaces. The doors feature soft 
close hinges for extra safety. Assembly required.

NOR3001K Set of 2 $999.95
NOR3001 Kitchen Island $799.95
NOR3002 Dining Bench $349.95

3+
yrs

Harmony Moveable Kitchen & Cookware Kit
Set includes 1 x Tea Set (GY002) and 1 x Cookware & Dining Set (GY003). 
Sets can also be purchased individually.

HMY10243K Set of 2 $1,101.45
HMY10243 Moveable Kitchen $1,199.95
GY003 Dining Set $89.95

SAVE 17%

SAVE 13%

SAVE 15%
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Pretend & Play

3+
yrs

Natural Food Play
A beautifully timeless natural play food set featuring a Wooden Tea Set 
(QGP135), Wooden Eggs & Basket Set (QGP523) and Mahogany Pot & 
Pan Set (QGP070).

QGP135K Set of 3 $193.45
QGP070 Pot & Pan Set $72.95
QGP135 Tea Set $85.95
QGP523 Eggs & Basket $39.95

Plan Toys Tableware & Tea Set
A natural wooden tableware and tea set made 
from sustainable rubberwood. includes 12pc 
Tableware Set (PT3614) and 13pc Tea Set 
(PT3616). 

PT36KIT Set of 2 $101.95
PT3614 Tableware Set $52.95
PT3616 Tea Set $61.95

2+
yrs

PlanToys BBQ Playset
This BBQ set  has 21 pieces including BBQ 
tools and food, and a stove with a removable 
lid. Size: 28.8(W) x 27.5(L) x 24.5(H) cm.

PT3629 $124.95

3+
yrs

Barbeque Set
This tasty assortment of wooden barbeque 
foods includes meats, bread, sauce, tongs 
and veggies to thread onto skewers. 

EZ28199 14 Pieces $39.95

3+
yrs Veggie Burger Set

Made from beechwood, this delicious Veggie 
Burger assortment includes 16 wooden 
pieces, including sweet potato fries and 
sauce all on a serving board.

EZ28139 16 Pieces $39.95

3+
yrs

Threading Kebab
Set of 12 stones include banana, zucchini, 
mushroom, pineapple, sweetcorn and 
watermelon. Made from real stone and resin. 
Ideal for indoor and outdoor play.

YD1152 Set of 12 $62.95

2+
yrs

SAVE 3%

SAVE 11%
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Rattan Dolls House
This Rattan Dolls House has a door and roof that can be opened to add 
dolls, figurines or furniture, and also has a carry handle. Size: 21(W) x 
18.5(H) x 11(D) cm.

NIBU51896 $159.95

3+
yrs

Rattan Mushroom House
This Rattan Mushroom House is a whimsical addition to small world play! 
The door and top can be opened for children to add dolls, figurines or 
furniture. 17.5(W) x 21(D) x 22(H) cm.

NIBU51897 $159.95

3+
yrs

Wooden Nesting House
This Wooden Nesting House contains 18 pieces that stack in multiple 
ways and all fit neatly inside the house, including a table, chairs, stools, 
roof and base. Size: 22(W) x 15(H) x 6)L) cm.

NIBU52873 $99.95

10+
mths

Woodland Trail Set
This woodland trail set includes trees, leaves, forest animals and 
minibeasts, stones and water pieces, animal footprints, toadstools and a 
2-piece arch / bridge. Size of box: 27(W) x 18.5(L) x 5(H) cm.

CT73552 37 Pieces $99.95

3+
yrs

Wooden Animal Friends
10 beechwood Animal Friends, with faux 
leather detailing, including a stag, dog, 
cockerel, owl, sheep, pig, giraffe, hippo, 
elephant and penguin. Storage bag included.

CT73472 10 Pieces $69.95

3+
yrs Wooden Sea Creatures

10 beechwood Sea Creatures with coloured 
faux leather detailing, including a puffer fish, 
sea horse, squid, shark, lobster, jellyfish, 
crab, octopus, turtle, whale. Storage bag 
included. 

CT73518 10 Pieces $75.95

3+
yrs

Wooden Enchanted Figures
10 beechwood Enchanted Figures including 
a King, Queen, Witch, Wizard, Fairy, Knight, 
Dragon, Unicorn, Frog Prince and Ogre. 
Storage bag included.

CT73496 10 Pieces $75.95

3+
yrs
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Pretend & Play

Silicone and Wooden Mushrooms
These 12 Silicone and Wooden Mushrooms come in a variety of sizes 
and colours, with interchangeable tops. Made from sustainably sourced 
beech wood and silicone. From 3(H) to 10(H) cm.

NIBU51891 Set of 12 $99.95

3+
yrs

Magical Metallic Acorn Cottages
These 3 shiny, Metallic Acorn Cottages embossed with creeping ivy and 
brick detailing will create an enchanted ambience in small world play. 
Size: 19(W) x 23(H) cm. Made from sustainably sourced Bio Plastic.

NIBU53930 3 Pieces $199.95

1+
yrs

Rainbow Wooden Community People
Mix and match the pieces to create your own imaginative community. 
Set of 75 pieces makes 15 people. Smallest figure size: 5.8(H)cm. 
Largest figure size: 12(H) cm.

CT73526 15 Pieces $149.95

3+
yrs

Adventure Ship
This wooden Adventure Ship is great to encourage imaginative play and 
storytelling. Size: 41(L) x12(W) x 25(H)cm.

QGP009 $119.95

3+
yrs

Australian Landmarks
Set of 8 Australian Landmarks including Adelaide Town Hall, Flinders St 
Station, Sydney Opera House, Parliament House, Story Bridge, the Bell 
Tower, Eureka Tower and the Sydney Harbour Bridge.

QGP281 8 Pieces $72.95

2+
yrs

Wooden Castle Blocks
The Wooden Castle Blocks set is complete with 26 high-quality, 
assorted beechwood parts, including walls, archways, turrets and 
staircases. In a wooden storage box.14(H) x38(L) cm.

NIBU53158 $439.95

1+
yrs
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3+
yrs

Wooden Castle Set
Featuring 94 pieces including soldiers, knights, a dragon and more. 
Wooden castle size: 52(L) x 22(H) x 41(W)cm.

MW500K 44 Pieces $514.95
MW006 Knights - Set of 6 $110.95
MW103 Horses - Set of 3 $65.95
MW500 Castle - 35 Pieces $369.95

Polar Play Kit
Kit includes a Play Igloo (YD0220) measuring 
10.5(dia) cm, that can be used in water, snow 
or ice; Set of 18 Scenery Stones (YD1206) 
and a Set of Little Lands Polar arctic animals 
figures (YD1192).

YD0220K Set of 3 $139.95
YD1192 Polar Animals - 8 

Pieces
$58.95

YD0220 Play Igloo $39.95
YD1206 Polar Play - 18 Pieces $64.95

2+
yrs

Scenery Stones
Each sensory stone is engraved on one 
side and smooth on the other to encourage 
open-ended play. Contains 18 nature inspired 
Scenery stones. Stones measure 4.5(H) cm.

YD1205 18 Pieces $64.95

2+
yrs

Felt Animals and Hollow Log Kit
This half-hollowed log could be a bridge, a 
hide-away or a comfy animal shelter. Approx. 
size: 20(L) x 8(H) cm.

PAP735K Set of 7 $89.95
PAP735 Australian Animals - 

6 Pieces
$72.95

PAP160 Hollow Log $30.95

3+
yrs

My Forest Floor Set
A 50 piece open-ended woodland forest 
tinker box. Storage box has a chalkboard 
lid, and the sorting compartments can be 
removed and filled with sand for a sensory 
play activity.

KAL8369 $129.95

3+
yrs

SAVE 6%

SAVE 15%

SAVE 13%
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Pretend & Play

My Town Vehicle
10 varieties of vehicles found in our community, each are smooth and 
lightweight, designed to be easily grasped by little fingers. Pieces from 
7.6(W) & 12.8(W) cm.

FR438 10 Pieces $69.95

1+
yrs

Getting About Town Set
This set includes road pieces made from rubber/cork, cars, buildings and 
trees. Buildings and trees are made from wood.

FR831 19 Pieces $139.95

3+
yrs

PlanToys Wooden Vehicles
Made from environmentally friendly rubberwood, each mini car 
measures 5L(L) cm.

PT1050 17 Pieces $119.95

3+
yrs

Wooden Cars
A set of six wooden cars with moving wheels. Made from oiled acacia 
wood and supplied in a wooden tray. Vehicle size: approx. 11(L)cm.

QGP213 Set of 6 $49.95

3+
yrs

BRIO Classic Figure 8 Train Set
The perfect starter wooden train set includes a classic train engine with 
two carriages, station, bridge and trees. Assembled size is 85(W) x 
45(D)cm. FSC certified wood.

BRI33028 22 Pieces $109.95

2+
yrs

Viking Toys Ecoline Vehicles
These play vehicles come in soft pastel tones and are made from sugar 
cane. Set includes an assortment of 30 vehicles in a clear bucket.

VP41580 30 Pieces $174.95

12+
mths
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Stockholm Spaces Round Table & Woven Chairs
Kit includes 4 x Woven Seats (UBF200) and 1 x Stockholm Spaces Round 
Table - 50 cm (H) (STK75R50). Contents may vary.

STK75R50K Set of 5 $719.95

Tree Furniture Toddler Table & Benches
A beautiful addition to any room, and made from solid Acacia timber. Set 
includes the table (QGP551) and a pair of bench seats (QGP550). Table 
size: 100 (W) x 50 (D) x 35 (H) cm. Bench size: 100 (W) x 25 (D ) x 15 (H) 
cm.

QGP550K Set of 3 $704.95

Tree Furniture Round Table & Stools
Made from solid Acacia timber, this set includes a table measuring 60 
( dia.) x 50 (H) cm and three stools that measure 30 cm (H). Shape and 
colour may vary due to natural timber. We recommend to oil regularly 
and keep out of direct weather.

QGP142 Set of 4 $429.95

Tree Furniture Long Table & Benches
Natural furniture set made from Acacia wood with an oil and beeswax 
finish. Bench size: 120 (W) x 35 (D) x 30 (H) cm. Table size: 120 (W) x 55 
(D) x 50 (H) cm. Assembly required and oil as needed. Best kept under 
cover. Kit includes Table (QGP536) and Benches (QGP535).

QGP536K Set of 3 $829.95

Stockholm Spaces Wooden Table & Stools
Includes the Stockholm Rectangular Table (STK126050) 2 x Long Stools 
(STK5300) and 2 x Stools (STK530). Stool size: 37(W) x 2 5(D) x 32(H )
cm, and Long Stool size: 92(W) x 25(D) x 32(H)cm. Table size: 120(W) x 
60(D) x 50(H)cm. Contents may vary. Assembly required.

STK550K Set of 5 $735.95

SAVE 10%

SAVE 6%

SAVE 5% SAVE 19%
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Learning Environm
ents

Stockholm Spaces Nature Inspired Low Furniture Kit
Includes 1 x Stockholm Low Table (STK20725), 1 x Pretend Grass (PL368) 
and a set of 4 Wooden Log Poufs (SPP1001). This versatile table is only 
28 cm high to enable access to all children. Size: 100 (L) x 100 (W) x 28 
(H). Assembly required.

SPP1068K Set of 6 $920.95

Stockholm Spaces Low Table & Aboriginal Art 
Cushions
Includes 2 x Stockholm Low Tables (STK20825) and 2 x sets of 
4 Aboriginal Art Cushions (LIJ2068). Contents may vary. Other 
accessories not included. Assembly required.

STK208-68 $1,346.95

MTA Spaces Bamboo Room Divider
A bamboo room divider for easy visibility. Features lockable castors 
for mobility (not illustrated). Size: 120 (W) x 39 (D) x 75 (H) cm without 
castors. Made from sustainable bamboo.

DM2073-2 Set of 2 $924.95
DM2073 Each $493.95

Stockholm Spaces Mirrored Exploratory Low Table
A great low table that features a central mirror panel. Excellent for 
exploratory play. Mirror is a scratch-resistant safety mirror. Table size: 75 
(W) x 75 (D) x 28 (H) cm. Do not use in direct sunlight. Accessories not 
included.

STK8621 $275.95

Stockholm Spaces Display Stand
The stand includes four lockable castors. Assembly required and 
accessories not included. Size: 95 (W) x 95 (D) x 86 (H) cm.

STK8618 $359.95

Stockholm Spaces Round Display Stand
Vertically display a variety of resources on this round stand. Size: 85 
(dia.) x 80 (H) cm. Assembly required.

STK8617 $325.95

SAVE 16% SAVE 4%

SAVE 6%
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MTA Spaces Log Mat and Pouf Kit
Create a natural play space with this fun set. Set includes the Log Floor 
Mat (SPP171) and a set of 4 x Log Poufs (SPP1001). Floor mat size: 15 cm 
(dia.). Pouf size: 30 (W) x 20 (H) cm. Contents may vary.

SPP1001K Set of 5 $699.95
SPP171 Log Mat $369.95
SPP1001 Pouf Set - Set of 4 $429.95

Fair Trade Chindi Hand Woven Recycled Floor Rug
Unique, handmade rugs using recycled jute and cotton fabric. Each mat 
is one-of-a-kind and made under Fairtrade conditions in India. These 
heavyweight carpets are brightly coloured and soft to sit on.

SIC203 300 (L) x 250 (W) cm $1,049.95
SIC202 200 (L) x 150 (W) cm $524.95
SIC204 180 (L) x 100 (W) cm $419.95
SIC201 150 cm (dia.) $419.95

MTA Spaces Natural Textures Cushions
A set of six cushions in neutral tones with prints of natural textures. Each 
cushion cover is machine washable and includes a thickly padded foam 
insert. Cushion size: 50 (W) x 50 (H) cm. Contents may vary.

LIJ2018K Set of 6 $247.95

MTA Spaces Ocean Cushions
A set of six cushions in ocean inspired prints. Each cushion cover is 
machine washable and includes a thickly padded foam insert. Cushion 
size: 50 (W) x 50 (H) cm. Contents may vary.

LIJ2012K Set of 6 $247.95

MTA Spaces Round Nature Floor Cushions
Bring nature indoors with these five floor cushions. Machine washable 
covers and foam padding. Each measures 35 (dia.) x 5 (H) cm.

LIJ2001 Set of 5 $139.95

MTA Spaces Fernery Cushions
A set of six cushions in botanical prints. Each cushion cover is machine 
washable and includes a thickly padded foam insert. Cushion size: 
50 (W) x 50 (H) cm. Contents may vary.

LIJ2007K Set of 6 $247.95

SAVE 12%

SAVE 26% SAVE 26%

SAVE 26%
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Learning Environm
ents

Natural Spaces Play House
A wonderful space for role-play, quiet time, group work, reading or 
building. Size: 190 (W) x 94 (D ) x 136 (H) cm. It features an open design, 
side shelving and also white fabric and rainbow fabric which can be 
draped over the play house. Assembly required.

ACH88119 $849.95

Natural Spaces Bamboo Play House & Floor Mat
A beautiful bamboo and wood play space for quiet time, reading or 
role-play. It features a soft, PVC covered floor mat and both bamboo 
and opaque plastic walls for supervision. Set includes the Play House 
(DM001) and the Floor Mat (DM001MAT). Size: 155 (W) x 104 (D) x 120 
(H) cm.

DM001K $1,469.95

Stockholm Spaces Cosy Pod
Create a nook for calm or exploratory play. Features a scratch-resistant 
mirror on the back panel, side coloured circles and a fabric curtain. 
Measures 95 (W) x 60 (D) x 95 (H) cm. Assembly required.

STK107 $424.95

Stockholm Spaces Cosy Retreat
A compact version of our Play House. Features both rainbow and white 
fabric sheets plus a large, open play space. Size: 119.5 (W) x 97 (D) x 127 
(H) cm. Other accessories not included. Assembly required.

ACH106 $587.95

SAVE 3%
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Harmony Education Outdoor Teepee
Create wonder in outdoor play spaces with this teepee. Made from 
eucalyptus timber, this teepee is suited for outdoor use. Size: 176 (W) x 
153 (D) x 162 (H) cm.

MR40118 $1,469.95

Harmony Education Outdoor Table & Grass Stools
Create a cosy outdoor space with the Round Table (MR902) and 2 sets 
of 2 Grass Stools (MR903). Table size: 100 (dia.) x 50 (H) cm. Stool size: 
30 (H) cm. Assembly required. Contents may vary.

MR902K Set of 5 $944.95

Outdoor Mud Table & Sink
Set includes the Outdoor Mud Table (ANP7016) and the Mud Table & Sink 
(ANP7015). Features a stainless steel bowl and a tap with water pump. 
Made from hardwood timber and suitable for outdoor use. Each table 
measures 90 (W) x 49 (D ) x 65 (H) cm. Oil or varnish to maintain timber 
and assembly required.

ANP7016K Set of 2 $649.95

Harmony Education Outdoor Wooden Archway
An outdoor timber doorway made from acacia. Size: 80 (W) x 52 (D) x 
120 (H). Assembly required.

MR901 $734.95

Living Classrooms Wooden Bridge
This wooden bridge walkway encourages outdoor play. Made from 
eucalyptus, it measures 60 (W) x 140 (D) x 73 (H) cm. Children will love 
crossing over this bridge. Assembly required and the timber will require 
oiling when needed. Suitable for use on flat ground only. Assembly 
required.

MR10204 $889.95

Living Classrooms Mud Mixing Table
Excellent for outdoor sensory and messy play, this table features four 
stainless steel bowls. Table size: 110 (W) x 110 (D) x 60 (H) cm. Made 
from eucalyptus, the wood will require oiling when needed. Assembly 
required. Do not use in direct sunlight. Accessories not included.

MR10207 $899.95

SAVE 18%

SAVE 11%
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MTA Spaces Natural Textures Large Outdoor 
Cushions
A set of 5 beautiful cushions designs for indoor and outdoor use. 
Includes thick, foam inserts and fade resistant covers. Each cushion size: 
100 (W) x 100 (L) cm. Contents may vary.

LIJ2202K Set of 5 $603.95

MTA Spaces Outdoor Nature Cushions
A set of four colourful polyester cushions that feature amazing images 
from nature. Cushion size: 100 (W) x 100 (D). Features UV-stable and 
water-resistant outdoor fabric.

LIJ010K Set of 4 $537.95

Harmony Education Outdoor Sorting Table & Boxes
An outdoor sorting table Made from eucalyptus hardwood. Set consists 
of the Sorting Table & Lid (MR40249) and Wooden Trays (MR40350). 
Size: 120 (W) x 40 (D) x 60 (H) cm. Oil as required to maintain condition. 
Assembly required. Contents may vary.

MR40249K Set of 2 $1,039.95

Harmony Education Outdoor Low Table
This wonderful low table is made from eucalyptus and is perfect for 
outdoor play. Size: 100 (W) x 100 (D) x 28 (H) cm. Suitable for use both 
indoors and outside, regular oiling is required to maintain timber finish. 
Assembly is required.

MR10247 $514.95

MTA Spaces Outdoor Mat Set
Includes Chevron Mat (BW10), Mandala Mat (BW11), Leaf Mat (BW12) 
and Teal Mat (BW13). All mats are made from recycled plastic and can be 
used indoors and outdoors. We recommend also using a non-slip mat on 
hard surfaces. BW10, BW12 and BW13 size: 180 (W) x 300 (D) cm. BW11 
size: 180 cm (dia.). Contents may vary.

BW10K Set of 4 $356.95

Harmony Education Outdoor Play Fence
Made from eucalyptus and suitable for inside and outside. Kit includes 2 
x Long Fences. Size: 88 (W) cm. Contents may vary. Assembly required.

MR10245K Set of 2 $447.95

SAVE 31% SAVE 22%

SAVE 6%

SAVE 15% SAVE 14%
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Harmony Education Outdoor Rainbow House
Create a sensory space outdoors. Features coloured acrylic panels and 
outdoor timber frame. Size:145 (W) x 130 (D) x 121 (H) cm. Assembly 
required.

HMY608 $1,784.95

MTA Spaces Hex Tray & Wooden Stand
Create a sensory space indoors and out with the Hex Tray and wooden 
stand. Kit includes the Hex Tray (SUN101/SUN201) and the wooden 
outdoor stand (DM607). Recommended to keep under cover when not in 
use. Tray size: 80 (W) x 89 (L) x 7 (H) cm. Wooden stand size: 90 (W) x 80 
(D) x 55 (H) cm. Assembly required. Contents may vary.

SUN201W Charcoal $349.95
SUN101W Sand $349.95

MTA Spaces Outdoor Play House
A wonderful indoor and outdoor play house which is excellent as a fun 
play spaces or a quiet reading nook. Made from outdoor (non-CCA) 
treated pine. Size: 156 (W) x 100 (D) x 170 (H) cm.

DM1049 $1,574.95

SAVE 8%
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